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Abstract 

This study deals with a random wi!lk simul2.tion of panicle transport and deposition 
frorTI a stationary_ isotropic turbulent ftO\l.~: This is an in1plernentation of the v.·ell-knov:n 
~"r~''''''~n approach. \vhich treats the disperse phase <:.s rn<:3J1Y particles. The trajectory 

of each particle is calculated according to the equations of the n10tion assuming a discrete 
eddy-field. 

The ensemble-ayeraged quantities describe the beha\'ior of the particle-fluid system, 
and these have been used to validate numerical solutions of a kinetic (probability density 
function transport) equation which models the same system. In t his work we have only 
considered relati\'ely large particles: particle-particlp interactions and the influence of the 
particle phase on fluid phase have been negiected. 

}(eY1.J)ords: particle UeIJUolllUl!. randoIYr 'v:alk sirnuiatior;, 

. Introduction 

The task of predicting the deposition rate of solid particles or liquid droplets 
from a turbulent gas stream onto a surface is a common engineering pro b
lem in air cleaning, erosion of turbine blades, plate-out in nuclear reactor 
coolant circuits, etc.: other applications can be found in fields as diverse 
as occupational toxicology and river channel topology. 

:\Iechanisms responsible for particle deposition include (but are not 
restricted to) inertial impaction, gravitational settling, electrostatic forces, 
lift forces, and diffusion. It has long been knmvn that for electrostatically 
neutral particles \\·ith diameter in the range of a few J.lm the dominant 
mechanism is inertial impaction (KALLIO and REEI":S, 1989). 

There are two possible approaches for modelling particle deposition. 
The first is the Eulerian approach (also known as tvm-fiuid approach), 
\vhere the particles are treated as a continuous phase. hence one can de
rive the mass, energy, and momentum conservation equations. The second 
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choice is based on the Lagrangian approach, where trajectories of numerous 
individual particles are computed by solving the equations of motion, and 
the ensemble-averaged quantities describe the behavior of the particle-fluid 
system. 

2. Steady-State Particle Transport in Turbulent Flows 

A general kinetic equation for particle transport in turbulent fluid flO\v 
has recently been developed by REEKS (1991), and this study concerns 
the validation of a model for the steady-state deposition of high-inertia 
particles based on this equation. 

Consider an axi-symmetric pipe in which the fluid flo,"'" is uniform and 
axial. For the sake of convenience we assume that the axis moves with the 
flow (i.e. with velocity u). 

Then the following form of the kinetic equation models the steady
state distribution of the particles normal to the boundary provided that 
the axial distribution of particles is uniform. 

For large particles the kinetic equation reduces to a Fokker-Planck 
equation 

, 3 , (' ") , 3 r (, " - (- -)' J ,3
2

, (' ') 0 v-w y v ~ - '\~. - v Iw Y V -L II--W 'Y t' = ;:)' " I ;:)' l, g,. , I,... ;:)_,? " • 
uy uV uv-

(1) 

Here w (f;, v) is the ensemble-ayeraged phase-space particle density, y is the 
perpendicular distance from the \vall 'which bounds the flo\y, v the walhvard 
particle velocity, and Vg the normal component of the gravitational settling 
velocity. 

The variables and coefficients in this equation haye been scaled using 
the characteristic partido response time 7'--'-, and the local homogeneous 
particle yelocity u-i-, ,,\,'here u-'- is determined by the diffusion coefficient 
(aty = 1- ) as follows 

u = 
The quantities denoted by are given in \vall units, l.e. they are non
dimensionalized by the friction velocity and the kinematic viscosity of the 
fluid (KALLIO and REEKS, 1989). In general u-i- is spatially dependent, but 
for large particles it is approximately constant (equal to the value at the 
inlet) so thaT 

- t T 

t' = ~~" , t = f; = Y 1'- = ---
v aTT+' U+T+" 

The variable y+ is normalised \vith respect to u+y+, which represents a 
characteristic particle stop distance. Then y- represents the number of 
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stop distances over which the transport is modelled (this is analogous to 
the interpretation in the kinetic theory of gas dynamics, where the domain 
size is considered in terms of the number of particle mean-free-paths). 

To complete the model we must prescribe boundary conditions at 
fJ = 0 and fJ = Y (Fig. 1). 

A boundary condition at f; = 1> could be built on the assumption 
that at the inlet we have a constant source of particles with given positive 
velocity distribution. 

Provided that Y is sufficiently large, this asymptotic distribution "vill 
,? 

be approximately Gaussian with variance (J '-. So it is natural to "vrite the 
first boundary condition as 

2 
for l' > 0. 

where n" gives the cOilcentration of particles ,vith positive velocities at i r 

(the inlet). For simplicity vie set n" = l. 
At the wall we have the flux balance 

iJlU(O.V)= (3) 

where 8(v+lv-) denotes the conditional probability density relating the 
transition of a positive particle velocity from £,+ to a negative one (v-) 
after collision. 

So this boundary condition depends on the form of 8. \Ve have consid
ered a simple deterministic process, ,vhich includes some energy loss during 
particle-wall collisions. Furthermore, if the impact velocity of a particle is 
smaller than a given critical velocity then that particle is adsorbed. The 
rebound velocity is given by 

where t'c is the critical impact velocity. This gives 

(4) 

Note that the value of Vc dp.termines the type of the boundary, i.e. in the 
case Vc = 0 the surface is perfectly reflecting (no energy loss, no adsorption), 
while Vc -+ ex) corresponds to a perfectly adsorbing boundary. 

A brief description of the numerical method for solving this two-point 
boundary value problem is given in Appendix A. 
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3. Important Quantities 

In studying solutions to the model given by Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) the 
following quantities are of interest. 

The current: 
= 

-= 
The concentration: 

x 

p (fJ) = J l1'(j, f'ldD. 
-x 

The ayerage n"r~,rl'" concentration: 

y 

(P) = 1 J p(fJ)dfJ· 
o 

The deposition rate: 

J f'l1' (0, f, )dv 
k = ](0) = _-_= ____ _ 

(p) y x 

~ J J iv(fJ· v)dDdfJ 
o -ex. 

Further it is of great theoretical and practical interest to consider the par
ticle velocity distribution at the wall. This is given by 

.:c(, w(O,i)) 
<1> • v) = -x:-::-,-"-' --'------

J W(O, D)dD 
-x 

In this study a comparison is made between the values of these quantities 
as predicted by numerical solution of the kinetic model and the following 
approximations derived from the random 'walk simulation (outlined in the 
next section). 

The current: 
'( ) '" 1 '" _ ) Yi = ",16y ~ vjn;j 

J 

\vhere 7l;j is the time-averaged number of particles in bin centered on (Yi, Vj) 

and 
M=I:I:n;j. 

j 
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The concentration p(y) is approximated from the simulation as 

where c is the delay time between particle release and can be thought as 
a transformation in the time variable (thus compensates for delay-time 
effects). 

The ~ term is needed to normalise the inlet velocity distribution 
y27i 

relative to the boundary condition (2). 
The average concentration: 

The deposition rate: 

(p) ~ ~ L p(Yi)Dy. 
y-, 

k = j(O) 
(p) . 

The velocity distribution: If the number of particles in bin Vj at the wall 
is denoted by nj in the simulation then 

1 
w(Ov-) ~ -n-, J - Dv J, 

where Dv is the width of the bin in the v direction, so the velocity distri
bution function has the form 

_ '" 1 
<l?(v-) =-

J Dv 

4. Random Walk Simulation 

\Ve simulate the turbulent flow as a discrete eddy-field. Each eddy has 
some carrier velocity u and a specified life-time 6.T. 

Since high-inertia particles will not be significantly influenced by tur
bulence in the near-wall region, we may approximate the eddy lifetime 
and the carrier velocity as seen by the particles as spatially independent 
(boundary layer effects only play role for small particles). 

For the simulation it is easiest to work in terms of these fluid charac
teristics, i.e. to scale the velocities on (T; ( the rms velocity of the fluid), 
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times on Tt ( the Lagrangian integral time-scale), and the spatial variable 
on (j;Tt ( the stop distance), as follows 

V+ t+ y+ y+ u+ v+ 
= t = Y = g 

v +, +, Y = (j+~+' (j+~+' 
u = +, Vg (jJ (ju TL ulL u 'L (ju 

The equations for particle motion are then given by 

y(t) = vet), 

vet) = ~([(u - vet)~ + Vg], (5) 

where y is the position, v is the particle velocity,u is the carrier flow velocity 
Vg is the gravitational settling velocity. 

,-1 is the particle response time given by 

where is the particle relaxation time (in wall units). For large particles 
,'le have > > 100 and, from KALLIO and REEKS (1989) we see that 
Tt :::; 100 so that ~( < < 1. In this work we have set ~f = 0.01 throughout. 

The ,eu - vet»~ term corresponds to a Stoke's drag assumption from 
which it is clear that the velocity of a particle will not change much crossing 
an eddy neglecting the gravitational effect (vertical pipe). 

vVe model the auto correlation of u as exponentially decaying and, in 
vie\v of the normalisation, with a unit integral time-scale, so we can choose 
the fluid velocity from a standard normal distribution and the eddy-lifetime 
from the exponential distribution (with unit mean). 

To get the equilibrium particle distribution given by the boundary 
condition (2) the initial velocities must be drawn from the distribution 

vexp ( - 1.~2) . The time averaged particle distribution at the inlet will 

then conform the required half-Gaussian (consider a finite width strip at 
the inlet, the particle residence time then is inversely proportional to its 
velocity). 

So we should take 

Vinlet = J -2ln(z), 

6.T = -In(q), 
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where z, q are uniformly distributed random numbers from (0,1). 
The initial velocities must be scaled to achieve the correct 

rms velocity relative to the fluid rms velocity (see section 5). 
Integrating system (5) yields: 

( ) ( Vg) 1 [ (' Vg \] ( --1/' Y t = YO + u + --:-. t +::::: vo - ,u + --:-) ,I - e '). 
f r f 

V [ V ,] --I v(t) = (u + _;) + vo - (u + _;) e ;, 

particle 

(6) 

where Vo denote the initial particle position and velocity, respectively. 
\Ve can imagine the trajectory of the motion as a curve in the three

dimensional (y, v, t) phase-space. 
By discretising this phase-space (i.e. discretisiug the state variables) 

we can extract information about the average particle behavior based on 
the quantities specified in section 3. This call be achic';ed by storing this 
discretized phase-space (the 'cube'). 

(\Ve note that storing the ",;hole cube is only llPcessary when \Ye are 
interested ill phase-space density distributions. otherwise ,ye can define 
two- and one-dimensional arrays for storing 'projected' information). 

Because of memory limitations the cube should be defined for 0 :::; 
y :::; Y Vmin :::; v :::; Umax and 0 :::; t :::; t max . 

Hence our discretised phase-space consists of small cells v,i th 
sides Dy. DJ;, Dt in the y, v, and t directions, respectiwly. 

So we solve system. for a giyen initial velocity, carrier yelocity aIld 
eddy-lifetime \\·ith time step Dt. After each timestep ,ye increase the content 
of the corresponding bin by 1. 

\Vhen the eddy-lifetime expires ,ye simulate another and a ne\\' carrier 
velocity. 

e follo\\" the 
or leayes the cube. 

\Ve maintain a constant particle release rate (this means that the nth 
particle starts at time tstart = n . c. \yhere c is the delay time betv;een 
particle releases) into the flmv during the process. Yarying the release rate 
allov;s an equilibrium state to be achieved 'within a feasible time-scale. 

\Vithout going into details, we present solutiolls to some of the prob
lems that were identified during this work. 

\Ne must determine the time (impact time) when the particle hits the 
wall and since El]. (6) is nonlinear we have used a bisection method to 
establish this instant. 

Also because of the nonlinearity, we should be carefuL since the par
ticle can leave and re-enter the phase-space during one time step. 
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To avoid this \ve determine the position of the particle \vhen the sign 
of its velocity changes, i.e. the value of t such that 

v [ v ] v(t) = 0 = u + ~~ + vo - (u + ~~) 

It can be sho'wn that yet) does have an extremum if 

Solving (7) for i ',\'e get 

L'g \ 0 vo(u + -) < . 

I + ~ 1 
f=--lnll i 

u + , - Vo I L . . 

-".t e ' (7) 

'\Yith this and we can check the position of the particle (pfovided that 
this time is smaller than the eddy'lifetime). 

By adjusting the particle release fate c and the time-step equilib-
rium staLes -v',ere generated in the simulation process. This ",vas ascertained 

consideration of the mass 1\11 as a function of time. see Fig. 2. 
\Yhen lv! is roughly constant. we average the quantities over an ap

propriate time interml. hence \ve obtain the steady-state solution. 
It is clear from the nature of :vlonte-Carlo simulations that the more 

particles one uses. the less the noise. So the implementation allowed for 
the possibility of releasing more particles into the now at the same time. 
Fig. 3 ShO'\\'5 a comparison of results from t'\Vo simulations using 1 and 10 
particle releases. 

5. Comparison of the Simulation Results with Numerical 
Solutions 

To compare the solutions from the random walk simulation and the kinetic 
equation '\ve need to relate the t,,;o scalings. This connection is given by 
(see SW.\ILES and REEKS, 1994b) 

(J'" = --;:=(J==t== 
I , 

/1 + T: 
V Ti 

In the simulation we solve the equations of motion scaled on nuid charac
teristics 

if ( t) = ~j [( v ( t) - u) + Vg 1 , 
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Fig. 2. The number of particles (mass) as a function of time 

where 

)== 

Hence 

u = --;::=====;: 

This gives 

v= and 

which define the relationship between the t,vo coordinate systems. 
Since k + has units of velocity it follows that 

I 
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Fig. 3. The effect of noise reduction 

"Ve can demonstrate this formally from the definition 

as follows 

. .L 

k+=L 
p+ 

Consequently we get 

Jvwdv = (J'+k. 
~: J wdvdfj 
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Fig. 1;. Dependence of the deposition rate on Ir,ean-free path 

Fig. 4 shows the value of deposition rate for a range of }>- values with a 
perfectly adsorbing boundary. 

The program for soh'ing the kinetic equation '\vas only able to calculate 

k for Y 2= 0.3 so for Y = 0 we took k = j! (S\\'/\.1L£5 and '<'LC',L",', 

Silllilarly for the concentration 

- (J ~ , / i ..L ~(- 1 P P = (J+ P = V - I • 

Fig. 5 shows the spatial concentration for yarious i- yalues. 
:.\ ote that the concentration approaches ~ across the pipe as Y de-

creases. 
As Y increases the distribution at the injection point approximates 

the standard normal distribution. Consequently the particle concentration 
at this point increases from ~ to unity. In addition, as Y increases, the 
concentration profile 'will decr~ase linearly oyer a greater proportion of the 
domain. so that the concentration at the wall necessarily reduces to zero. 
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Fig. 5. Dependence of spatial particle concentration on y-

Note also the interesting result that p (~) = ~ for all values of Y. This 

is due to the 'persistence' of the Gaussian distribution across the domain -
this is evident in Fig. 5, and is also reflected in FIg. 6 which shows values 
of the mean velocity (inversely related to p), and the particle Tms velocity 
as functions of distance from the wall, and for a range of values of Y. The 
figure also shows values obtained by simulation. 

The relationship between particle velocity distributions at the wall is 
given by 

Effects of interactions between the critical impact velocity Vc and the grav
itational settling velocity Vg are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows the 
particle velocity distribution at the wall for Vc = 3 and Vg = 5, while Fig. 8 
depicts the distribution for Vc = 5 and Vg = 5. In both cases = 10. 
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Fig. 6. Spatial variation in mean and rms particle velociLies 

Fig. 9 and 10 show phase-space distributions for Vc = 5 and Vc = 3, 
respectively (Vg = 5 and Y = 1 "vere used in both cases), while a typical 
phase-space distribution for a perfectly adsorbing boundary is shown in 
Fig. 11. The two in the figures to simulation and 
numerical solution (from left to right). ~ote the difference at the ,vall, 
which is due to the finite width of cells in the simulation. 

6. Conclusion 

The simulations performed gave excellent agreement with numerical solu
tions of the steady-state kinetic equation obtained by a spectral method. 
In this respect the simulation results can be regarded as validating the 
kinetic equation. 

The advantage of the random walk approach is that other deposition 
mechanism and forms of boundary conditions can easily be built into the 
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simulation. However, more CPU time is required than is needed for solving 
the corresponding boundary-value problem given by the kinetic equation. 

Appendix A 
Spectral Method for Solving the Kinetic Equation 

Approximate solutions for the kinetic equation can be found (for further 
details see S\VAILES and REEKS, REEKS et al., 1991) in the form 

N 

w(iJ,v) ~ :L 9n(fJ)1/Jn(V) (Al) 
n=O 

where 1/Jns are orthonormal Hermite functions. 
Making this approximation exact at collocation points vo" .. ,VN -

the zeros of 1/JN+l - leads to a first order system PH" = Q~V with vV' = 
( Wo (iJ, vo), ... , W N (iJ, v N ) ). 
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10 

The matrices P and Q involve the diffusion coefficient p, so in general 
they are spatially dependent (hmveveL during this study we have consid
ered large particles, for ,vhich the approximation i1 = 1 is valid (REEI<S, 

1991)). This reduces P to a diagonal form diag( hence the first order 
SYstEcm for Vfl can be written as 'irV' 

The boundary conditions for this system at y = » fo11ov; from (2), 
and at y = 0 from (4) using the fact that the transformation ~ f--+ j,Y 

determined by (AI) is invertible. This boundary-value problem then can be 
solved numerically. (The numerical solutions ,yith which we compared the 
results of the random walk simulation were obtained by using an adaptiye 
finite-difference scheme 'with deferred correction provided by 1\ AG routine 
D02GBF (GLAD\VELL, 1987)). 
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